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About APIL
The Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) was formed by claimant lawyers with
a view to representing the interests of personal injury victims. APIL currently has
around 5,000 members in the UK and abroad. Membership comprises solicitors,
barristers, legal executives and academics whose interest in personal injury work is
predominantly on behalf of injured claimants.
The aims of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) are:


To promote full and just compensation for all types of personal injury;



To promote and develop expertise in the practice of personal injury law;



To promote wider redress for personal injury in the legal system;



To campaign for improvements in personal injury law;



To promote safety and alert the public to hazards wherever they arise;



To provide a communication network for members.

APIL’s executive committee would like to acknowledge the assistance of the following
members in preparing this response:

Stuart Kightley, Neil Sugarman, Jonathan Wheeler, Stephen Lawson, Nigel Tomkins,
Muiris Lyons and David Bott.

Any enquiries in respect of this response should be addressed, in the first instance, to:
Helen Blundell, Legal Information Manager
APIL, 11 Castle Quay, Nottingham NG7 1FW.
Tel: 0115 958 0585; Fax: 0115 958 0885. E-mail: mail@apil.org.uk
Thank you for allowing APIL the opportunity to take part in this process. We are unable
to answer all of the questions posed, but set out below the detail of our responses to
those where we have relevant evidence.
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Responses

1.

According to French Law 2007-210 of 19.2.07, representation of an insured by a

lawyer is required when other party in the procedure is represented by a lawyer. Is it a
general principle laid down by French national law? Or does the Law 2007-210 of 19.2.07
play a role in the legal system and these rules only concern cases where risks are covered by
legal expenses insurance policy? Do you consider that the objective of this rule is to respect
'equality of arms' as a general principle in law?

Yes, we do consider that the objective of the rule is to respect ‘equality of arms’ as a
general principle in law. In England and Wales in particular, there is a phenomenon
known as ‘third party capture’ or ‘third party assistance’ in which the legal expenses
insurer for the tortfeasor ‘captures’ the claimant’s claim and represents both sides of
the claim. This does not, in our view, respect an ‘equality of arms’ between the parties.
Quite often, in both third party capture situations, and those where the claimant is
represented by his own legal expenses insurer, the claimant is not offered legal
representation at all, and the claim is dealt with by unqualified non-legal staff in the
employ of the insurer.
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2.

Is there evidence that legal costs are substantially higher in cases where an insured

is represented by a freely chosen lawyer compared to situations in which the claim is
managed by the insurer or by the lawyer appointed by the insurer?

We are alive to the fact that insurers will indicate that where a lawyer is appointed by
the legal expenses insurer, it appears to be more expensive for the insurer to run the
claim when the lawyer concerned is not on its approved ‘panel’ of advisors.
There are several reasons for this.

Legal expenses insurers in England and Wales will no doubt be able to demonstrate
that their approved panel law firms cost them very little and do not make claims on
their policies. It is our view that these insurers do not allow panel firms to make claims
on the policy for unsuccessful claims. We doubt, however, that they will admit this.
We take the view that any data supplied by insurers in answer to this question will not
compare like with like and will be skewed by the practices of panel firms being unable
or unwilling to make claims on the LEI policies for unsuccessful claims, for fear or
losing future work from the insurer. Panel law firms are often sent bulk work by the
insurer and the quid pro quo for that is that they make no claims on the policies if the
claim fails. Additionally, many panel firms conduct a number of different types of work
for the same insurer –and in return for doing so, they are expected to ‘balance out’ the
losing personal injury claims against the other types of work also being done within
their firm.
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Non-panel firms will no doubt appear to be expensive in the LEI data, and this is
because while panel firms never claim their costs if they lose, non panel firms, relying
on the written terms of the policy, will do so, as they are entitled to do for their insured
clients.

We also believe that panel firms will, as a consequence of this arrangement with the
insurer, be more risk-averse: limiting their exposure to potential costs liabilities by only
taking on those claims which are bound to succeed and ‘dropping’ difficult cases –
leaving the policyholder high and dry without representation under the policy.

The vast majority of clients who use these policies assume it is an indemnity and that
their solicitors are paid for doing the job, come what may. But in England and Wales
this is not the case. We attach copies of correspondence from DAS Legal Expenses,
together with its DAS non-panel PI terms of appointment,1 which show that DAS
requires solicitors acting for its policy holders to conduct claim using a conditional fee
(no win, no fee) agreement (page 11: clause 4.1.15 and clause 10.2); refusing to offer
an indemnity for the insured’s costs if the claim fails (clause 10.3.b); refusing even to
indemnify the policyholder for disbursements incurred (clause 7.15).

Attached is an article by Mark Harvey2, which appeared in the Journal of Personal
Injury Litigation (JPIL), issue 2, 2010: ‘Before the event legal expenses insurance – why do
so many seek to close this access gate to justice?’. In this article, Harvey says that in
Germany for example, LEI policies are portable. The effect of this is that legal work is
distributed among non panel firms in any event. (Harvey, page 98).

1

Appendix 1
Appendix 2: ‘Before the event legal expenses insurance – why do so many seek to close this access gate to
justice?’, by Mark Harvey. Journal of Personal Injury Litigation (JPIL), issue 2, 2010.
2
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In this article, Harvey confirms what APIL members know – that in England and Wales,
“the LEI will indemnify clients’ adverse costs but would not expect to receive claims for
costs from their panel firms.” (Harvey, page 100). The effect of this in the jurisdiction is
that premiums for LEI policies remain very low, compared, for example, with Germany
where portable policies have higher premiums.

This unwritten agreement, that panel firms will not make a claim for costs on the
policy, keeps the business profitable for the insurer, but does not offer the policy
holder a true indemnity. Something about which the client is never advised.

We contacted all of APIL’s 4,500 plus members and asked them to send in evidence of
how legal expenses insurers deal with requests for the freedom to choose their own
legal representative under the policy. The response has been overwhelmingly clear:
the majority of legal expense insurers in this jurisdiction, even since the decision in
Eschig, consistently refuse freedom of choice. There is also evidence of cartel
behaviour, since many insurers use identical wording in their responses to their policyholders’ requests. Sample correspondence is attached, which illustrates the following:
•

Refusal to allow freedom of choice prior to issue of proceedings or at all;3

•

Identical wording in letters from different insurers dealing with the issue of
freedom of choice;4

•

Evidence that while admitting they are aware of the Eschig decision, and the
subsequent letter from Ken Hogg of the FSA, a refusal to allow freedom of
choice as required by the decision and regulations.5

3

Appendix 3
Appendix 4
5
Appendix 5
4
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3.

Is there evidence that the outcome of the cases is beneficial for the insured in cases

where an insured is represented by a freely chosen lawyer compared to situations in which
the claim is managed by the insurer or by the lawyer appointed by the insurer?

Insurers have, in the past, produced evidence to suggest that the outcome of cases is
more beneficial where an insured is represented by one of their own appointed staff,
rather than a lawyer freely chosen by the insured. 6(The Frontier research). The data to
back up this claim has never been made available for independent verification. Based
on a flawed and circular comparison, and relying on sometimes bewildering redefinitions of its original terms of reference, the Frontier research is an exercise in the
use of statistics to make a point. To this end, the report fundamentally misrepresented
findings: It presented calculations of one thing (how awards for represented and
unrepresented claimants distribute in the £1k– £25k band), and suggests that these
show another (whether represented claimants obtain higher awards). We are also
concerned that many policy holders are forced to use lawyers who are geographically
distant from their homes. For those who are old or infirm or otherwise subject to a
disability (which often follows a personal injury claim) this is a form of discrimination,
potentially in breach of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995.

APIL recommends that the EU commission an independent survey of the available
data to examine this question in detail.

6

Outcomes for legally represented and unrepresented claimants in personal Injury compensation: a report to
the Association of British Insurers, July 2006. Frontier Economics.
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5.

How the requirements laid down in Article 7 of the Directive, as transposed into

national legislation, are fulfilled by the insurers in your Member State i.e. whenever a
conflict of interests arises or these is disagreement over the settlement of the dispute, the
legal expenses insurer or, where appropriate, the claims settlement office shall inform the
person insured of (a) the right referred to in Article 4 (freedom to choose his lawyer) and (b)
the possibility of having recourse to the procedure referred to in Article 6 (arbitration
procedure)?

APIL’s members have provided evidence of how legal expenses insurers deal with
informing the insured of their Article 4 right and Article 6 procedures. Many insurers
do not correctly inform their policyholders of their Article 4 rights. See for example the
letter from MSL Legal Expenses Insurance to Snipelaw solicitors, dated 28 September
2009, (appendix 3) which simply refuses to acknowledge any freedom of choice issues
at all. See also letter from Family Plus to Freeth Cartwright Solicitors LLP, dated 12
August 2010. (appendix 3).

DAS Legal Services is one of the worst offenders. Its latest letters indicate that despite
the recent decision in Eschig, and advice from the Financial Services Authority, it
maintains that its policyholders do not have freedom to instruct their own legal
representatives until proceedings have been issues. In England and Wales, this could
be up to three years after the claim arises and after the majority of the necessary legal
work has been done for the policyholder. See two recent examples of DAS’s responses,
in appendix 5, along with a similar view sent by Tesco Insurance.
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DAS’s response in unsurprising – its own chief executive wrote to the Law Society
Gazette to explain that in the ‘absence of traditional premium income’ it relies upon
charging its own panel solicitors a referral fee for taking on the claim – it is for this
reason – the lack of referral fee chargeable to non-panel law firms – that DAS refuses
to allow its policy holders the freedom to choose their own (non-panel) legal
representatives. The letter, (Gearing up claims, Law Society Gazette, 18 May 2006), is
attached.7

8.

Could your association confirm that it is general and established practice that an

insured person has a right to choose his own lawyer under a valid legal expenses insurance
contract but only after the commencement of legal proceedings? If yes, please indicate the
reasons.

Yes, it is a generally established practice in England and Wales that the insured person
only has a right to choose his own lawyer under a valid legal expenses insurance
contract once legal proceedings have commenced. The main issue in England and
Wales is the definition of when exactly ‘proceedings’ have started.
Since the introduction of the Civil Procedure Rules and the RTA Claims Process, the
majority of personal injury claims have been conducted without the need to issue
court proceedings. The legal expenses insurers in this jurisdiction interpret this to
mean that claimants have no right to freedom of choice of representative until after
court proceedings have begun. APIL has a substantial amount of correspondence
from most the main LEIs which confirms this. The attached letters from various

7

Appendix 6 – relevant paragraph is indicated.
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insurers in appendix 3 illustrate this. This view is currently given credence by the
stance of the Financial Ombudsman’s decision.8

APIL obtained advice from Counsel9, which confirms its view that the Personal Injuries
Protocol, and the Protocols Practice Direction giving effect to all Protocols under the
CPR, have a far-reaching effect. They form an essential element of the objective of the
CPR in enabling access to justice in the true, wide sense of the term, which emphasise
the importance of the resolution of disputes without litigation. As the majority of
personal injury claims in this jurisdiction will never therefore require the issue of court
proceedings, the majority of claimants are denied the use of their legal expenses
insurance unless they renounce their freedom of choice of legal representative. APIL’s
view, and that of its Counsel, is that ‘proceedings’ commence when the policy holder
has recourse to a lawyer.

9.

If the answers to the question 7 and 8 are affirmative, what steps have been or will

be taken to ensure compliance with the Community law interpreted by the European Court
of Justice in the recent Eschig case according to your information?

APIL has been campaigning for insurers to comply with the Insurance Companies
(Legal Expenses Insurance) Regulations 2010 for many years. Our interpretation of
those regulations, which interpret and implement Community law in England and
Wales accords with the decision in Eschig.

8

Appendix 8: at page 4: Mrs A and B Company, Final decision of Tony Boorman, Principle Ombudsman,
10 January 2003.
9
Appendix 7: Opinion of Toby Hooper QC, 30 January 2002.
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The way in which APIL has approached this is to:
1. encourage APIL members’ clients to complain to the Financial Ombudsman
when they are unable to choose their own solicitor under their policy;
2. persuade the Ombudsman that his interpretation of the LEI regulations is
wrong – Counsel’s opinion was obtained (attached)10;
3. encourage the government to change the wording of the regulations;
4. Seek a meeting with the FSA to discuss consumer related issues, such as cold
calling claimants, poaching them from non-panel firms and exaggerating the
benefits of using the BTE panel firm.

Approaches 1 and 2 have failed so far. Clients who complain to the ombudsman are
currently being met with an unhelpful stance, which favours the BTE insurers’ position.
The Ombudsman issued a generic decision Re company A, which is attached11, which
supported a different interpretation of the regulations.

Approach 3 has failed: APIL has been told a number of times by officials in government
that this simply is not an issue which is being considered at present.

Approach 4 at last seems to be bearing some fruit with the arrival of the new Chief
executive, Ken Hogg, who has written to all legal expense insurers detailing the effects
of the Eschig decision. Unfortunately, so far, most legal expense insurers are ignoring
his interpretation and continue to refuse their policy holders freedom to choose their
own representative. (See the letters contained in appendices 3, 4 and 5).

10

Appendix 7: Opinion of Toby Hooper QC, 30 January 2002.
Appendix 8: Mrs A and B Company, Final decision of Tony Boorman, Principle Ombudsman, 10
January 2003.
11
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10.

As discussed, we remain interested in your interpretation of the recent Eschig

judgement, in particular as regards the borderlines between the options of insurers and
barristers to provide legal advice in the pre-litigation phase and phase of court
proceedings.

Please see our counsel’s opinion, referred to above, attached.
As for the Eschig decision, our interpretation is as follows:
Paragraph 47 of the judgment in Eschig states: “Article 4(1) recognises the right of the
insured person to choose a representative”, this is followed by a ‘but’ – “other than in
cases where a conflict of interest arises, restricts that right to inquiries and
proceedings. It continues, “The use of the adjective ‘any’ as well as the tense of the
verb ‘to recognise’ demonstrates the general application and obligatory nature of that
rule.” Then in paragraph 48 the judgment continues, “It should be noted, secondly,
that that provision lays down the minimum level of freedom which must be granted”
minimum being the key word.

If we then look at Article 3(2) it describes the different options. It says (see Eschig para
49) “the measures provided for in Article 3(2)(a) and (b) of Directive 87/344 retain their
scope of application even where an independent right on the part of the person with
legal expenses insurance to freely choose his representative is inferred from Article
4(1)(a) of that directive.” In contrast, according to the solution provided for by Article
3(2)(c) “the insured person has the right to entrust the defence of his interests to a
representative from the moment that he has the right to claim from his insurer under the
insurance policy, therefore prior to any legal or administrative procedure.”
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Now, if you have the right to pick your representative from the moment you have the
right to make a claim on the policy, that is the moment you say to the insurer, ‘I’ve
been injured - I want a lawyer.’ The way it is worded, we say, is very interesting: it uses
the wording ‘protection of your interests.’ The person instigating the claim, Mr Eschig
for example, is taking steps to protect his interests. We take the view that the only
common sense interpretation of the difference between articles 3 and 4 is that if you
instigate the claim, then you are the person who is automatically allowed to choose
your lawyer. But if you are the person against whom a claim is being made, where you
have LEI and go to the LEI for help, the LEI is entitled to attempt to resolve the matter
up to the point where the LEI can’t resolve it and in those circumstances, you can
choose your own lawyer at that point. There is, in our view, no other purpose for
having the two routes within the legislation.

There has to be a reason for the two options provided for in the Directive: our view is
the reason for that is there is one route for instigating the claim, and one for
defending.

Association of Personal Injury Lawyers
X

11 Castle Quay, Nottingham, NG7 1FW z T: 0115 958 0585
z W: www.apil.org.uk z E: mail@apil.org.uk
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Financial

Ombudsman
Service

Complaint
That B Company (the insurer) has refused to accept that a firm of solicitors chosen by the
complainant (rather than a firm the insurer has chosen from its panel) should be an
"Appointed representative" under the terms of the complainant's personal legal protection
Insurance cover.
Background
The complainant's son (then aged 15) was seriously injured in an accident on 31 May
2001: for present purposes the precise details of the accident are not relevant but it
appears that he was with a group of friends when he walked into the road and was struck
by an approaching car. Apparently there is a suggestion that the complainant's son may
have been drinking and it is foreseeable there will be serious questions on liability and
contributory negligence.
Through an organisation called xxxx, the complainant (who lives in xxxx) was referred to a
firm of solicitors (Messrs Y) in xxxx. Messrs Y notified the insurer of the claim by letter 3
December 2001 and on 6 December 2001 the insurer replied explaining that it (as it saw it)
had reserved by the policy wording the right to refer cases to its panel solicitors to assess
the merits and thereafter (depending on the assessment of merits) seek itself to negotiate a
reasonable settlement. The insurer's intention was to seek an assessment of merits from
Messrs Z, solicitors in xxxx. The insurer's response to the complainant's solicitors'
objection to that proposal was that whilst the complainant was free to instruct them the
insurer would incur no liability under the policy if she did so. The case was then referred to
US.

The Insurance Cover
The complainant's personal legal protection cover is through her xxxx policy and subject to
various terms and conditions it extends also to members of the complainant's family (such
as her son). Under the heading "Insured incidents we will cover it lists a number of types
of event in which a policyholder may require legal assistance but the only one relevant here
is "Bodily Injury" in relation to which it is provided that the insurer

.

" .. will negotiate for the insured person's legal rights after an event which causes

...

bodily injury to an insuredperson".
That the initial focus of the handling of a claim (for bodily injury, for example) will be to
negotiate a settlement is reiterated or emphasised by the "Conditions which apply to the
whole policy", whereby it is provided (condition 2 (a)) that the insurer

" ... can take over and conduct in the name of an insured person, any claim or legal
proceedings at any time. We [ie the insurer] can negotiate any claim on behalf of an
insured person".

Condition 2 (b) deals with the situation where "We agree to start legal proceedingsn,and
sets out the procedure for appointing a solicitor of the policyholder's choice, and condition
2 (c) provides that
"Before an insured person chooses a lawyer
representativen.

...

we can appoint an appointed

"Appointedrepresentative" is defined as
"The lawyer, accountant or other suitably qualified person who has been appointed
to act for an insured person in accordance with the terms of this policy".
Under the first operative (as opposed to explanatory) paragraph of the policy CThis is your
personal legal protection policy"), paragraph 3 provides that
"If an appointed representative is used, we will pay the cost and expenses incurred
for this".

The parties' respective arguments
The insurer's position is, therefore, quite simple: that until it agrees to start legal
proceedings (or unless there is a "conti'ict of interesf, another situation specifically catered
for), no one other than a solicitor it has appointed (which, in practice, usually means
solicitors on its panel) can be an "appointed representative" under the policy and
accordingly (it says) it has no obligation to meet legal fees other than those of the solicitor it
has instructed. For routine matters it may in fact conclude that appointing a solicitor is in
any event unnecessary and that the matter can be handled by one of its trained staff.
The complainant's solicitors seem not to dispute the interpretation of the policy wording;
they argue, however, that the insurer's position is unreasonable in that (i) they are
specialists in this type of work (ii) they are located close to where complainant lives (and
the insurer's panel solicitors are not) and (iii) the recent decision of the Court of Appeal in
Sawar v Alam casts doubt on the insurer's approach.
My adjudicator Ms Woloski considered the matter and concluded that in the present case
the firm should agree to the appointment of the complainant's preferred solicitors. She also
set out some general observations on the issues. The insurer has raised various concerns
about this and it therefore falls to me to determine the matter.

Discussion
Before considering the details of this case I think it would be helpful to set it in the wider
context of the workings of legal expenses insurance. Policies of this type are common in
motor and increasingly household policies, as well as being provided on a stand-alone
basis. When sold as part of another product they are often presented as a free (or low
cost) addition to provide legal expenses cover.
Typically the policies provide cover for legal expenses in the case of most personal injury,
consumer, property and employment disputes and provide cover against an award of the

other party's legal costs. Normally policies require that any action must have "reasonable
prospects of success" and require the policyholder to accept reasonable offers of
settlement.
Where claims arise under a policy of this type the basic practice of many insurers is to
assess the dispute in-house (or perhaps with the assistance of one of its panel of solicitors)
and determine whether there is an arguable case. If the insurer concerned concludes that
there is little by way of prospects of success it may simply notify the policyholder that it is
not prepared to accept the claim.
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Where the case appears more complex or where there are favourable prospects of
success it is the insurer's practice to appoint one of its established panel of solicitors to
consider the matter. The panel is established by the insurer to deal with such cases on
previously agreed commercial terms. I understand that in some cases this is on a no fee
basis (where the solicitors expect to cover their costs through the costs awarded against
other parties where their client is successful) or on the basis of a set fee per case. Most
cases handled in this way relate to car accidents and the recovery of uninsured losses from
third parties or damages in respect of minor injuries or small consumer disputes. However,
legal expenses insurance covers a wide spectrum of other disputes from medical
negligence to property disputes. Only in exceptional circumstances will the insurer appoint
a solicitor not on its panel.
These arrangements have given rise to concerns in Some quarters and as the complainant
suggests a number of these were raised in Sarwar v Alam. Many of these concerns relate
to the basis upon which a solicitor is accepted on to an insurer's panel, or to other issues
not directly related to the service provided to the individual policyholder, such as the impact
on the market for legal services. These are not matters for me to determine and I do not
believe they are relevant to my consideration of this case. However some general points
that have been put to me do seem to raise issues about the impact of the insurer's
practices on the individual policyholder and are therefore matters appropriate for me to
consider.
I think these arguments can be summarised in four main points:
a) the freedom of choice of solicitor provided for in the Regulations when
"proceedings" commence, should be interpreted more widely than its traditional
legal meaning to include any significant legal enquiry;
b) the appointment of panel solicitors on a no fee or low fixed fee basis and their close
relationship with the insurer may distort the solicitor's view about the case (for
example in assessing whether or not a case has reasonable prospects of success)
to the disadvantage of the policyholder;
c) the panel solicitor may be of lesser quality or expertise than non-panel solicitors;
and
d) the policyholder may be misled about the nature of the cover available and their
position prejudiced accordingly.
The first three of these are in effect arguments that the use of a panel system is inherently
wrong or objectionable and likely to unfairly disadvantage the policyholder. I consider
these three points in turn.
First, when the lnsurance Ombudsman issued guidance on the issue of choice of solicitor
in 1993 (see the lnsurance Ombudsman Bureau's Annual Report for that year) he did so
having regard to the lnsurance Companies (Legal Expenses Insurance) Regulations 1990
(and the associated Directive). At that time there was little or no doubt that the phrase

"legal proceedings" meant proceedings which have actually been issued in the High Court
or County Court.
Since then the rules of procedure have changed and I have seen it argued that the word
"proceedingsn should now be taken to have started at the time when the claimant's
solicitors embark on the pre-action protocol now required. This is the line adopted by the
Association of Personal Injury Lawyers and I have seen an opinion from leading counsel in
support. Indeed, the Court of Appeal in Sarwar v Alam noted [paragraph 44].that there was
some concern about the "possible inappropriateness" of denying policyholders freedom of
choice before proceedings are actually issued.
I can see the force of the argument (although I note that the personal injury protocol, for
example, itself uses the word "proceedingsn in a way which makes it clear it is referring to
proceedings in the traditional sense). I am also mindful however that many policyholders
would not recognise this distinction. It seems to me that policyholders not used to legal
action might well consider any serious step taken on their behalf by their solicitor as "legal
proceedings". This point however goes to the comprehensibility of the policy to which I
return later.

In so far as'the Regulations themselves are concerned, in the absence of clearer authority
from the courts and given the wider significance of the term outside the field of insurance, I
do not think it appropriate for me to reach a formal view on the matter. I have concluded
however that at present the position in favour of a wider interpretation does not seem so
strong that I should conclude that the firm must offer a choice of solicitor earlier than is its
present practice in order simply to comply with the Regulations.
Second, on the argument that the solicitor's arrangements with the insurer may distort their
relationship with the client/policyholder, I note that the appointed solicitor has a duty to the
policyholders who is his client. Disputes about whether a case has reasonable prospects
can be (and often are) raised with this service. Similarly this service can and does
consider complaints about withdrawal of cover because the insurer concludes that the
policyholder has rejected a reasonable settlement offer. Of course non-panel solicitors
may also offer their services on terms that may similarly encourage them to look critically at
cases where the prospects of success are not very high. Also, any solicitor has duty to
advise hislher client not to pursue claim that is unlikely to be successful.
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In these circumstances and in the absence of clear evidence of any systematic distortion of
the advice given by panel solicitors I do not see any reason to conclude that in relation to
the policyholder the insurer's practice is inherently unfair or unreasonable.
There is one small but important caveat I need to add to this concerning potential conflicts
of interest. The Court of Appeal in Sanvar v AIam considered this matter. The case
concerned at its most basic the question whether it was reasonable for a claimant to take
out an "after the event" legal expenses policy when (unknown to him and his soticitors at
the outset) the wording of his driver's legal expenses policy allowed him to be funded to
bring a claim against his driver. The court received submissions on many issues
surrounding "before the event" legal expenses insurance and thought it inappropriate
[paragraph 521 that the defendant's insurer (in its capacity as legal expenses insurer)
should be in a position to control the manner in which the passenger's claim was managed.
The circumstances of that case were particular - although not that unusual - but I do not
see anything in the Court of Appeal's observations to suggest that it considered that legal
expenses insurers' use of a panel was inherently objectionable or inevitably gives rise to a
conflict of interest. However the insurer (and hence its panel) will be dealing with

policyholders in a wide range of disputes, some of which may involve the insurer (or
another insurer with which it has a commercial relationship in connection with legal
expenses insurance) acting for the other party. Of course both solicitors in general and
insurers are used to handling such matters but it is perhaps worth emphasising the
significance of clear procedures (that can if necessary be explained to the policyholder) to
deal with any actual or perceived conflicts of interest. In general, Iwould expect the firm to
use third party non-panel solicitors to deal with such disputes.
Third, on the respective professional merits of panel and non panel solicitors I have, as
might be expected, received conflicting views. However no evidence has been forthcoming
to demonstrate any systematic difference in quality that might suggest that the firm's
practice routinely disadvantaged policyholders in this respect. However, the insurer
accepts that in some (albeit relatively infrequent and unusual) cases its panel may not
contain solicitors with the relevant expertise or specialist knowledge. It says it is its
practice on such occasions to appoint solicitors with the appropriate knowledge etc from
outside its panel. In contrast the insurer argues, I think with some force, that for routine
cases its own arrangements may well be at least as efficient and effective for the
policyholder as those likely to be available without its involvement.
So in suinmary on these first three points I have concl'uded that the provision of legal
services to policyholders in the manner in which the firm deals with these cases is not in
general terms either in clear conflict with the Regulations (or Directive) or inherently likely
to provide a less effective or inappropriate service to policyholders in comparison with the
alternatives likely to be available. In brief therefore I conclude that there is nothing
inherently objectionable from the policyholder's general perspective about the approach of
requiring policyholders in most cases to use the services of the insurer's own appropriately
trained staff or those of a pre-selected panel of providers chosen by the insurer.
I now turn to the fourth point raised above, that is whether the policyholder may be misled
about the nature of the cover available. I have quoted the main relevant provisions of the
personal legal protection policy. The insurer argues that the policy is reasonably clear and
provides it with the discretion to appoint solicitors and act generally in accordance with its
present practice. It says in any event the clarity of the policy is not of overriding
importance. It notes that in many cases the policyholder will not be aware of the existence
of the policy but when a potential claim arises will Contact a solicitor direct. The insurer
notes that the solicitor should act in accordance with professional conduct rules and
consider the availability to the potential client of legal expenses insurance. Once the policy
has been located the solicitor will be able to advise the policyholder/client on its proper
interpretation. In cases where the policyholder is aware of the existence of the policy, the
insurer says documentation is clear that the first step should be to contact the insurer by
telephone. Its helpline explains the workings of the policy and the steps the policyholder
needs to take.

It seems to me that, whilst the strict interpretation of the policy may well provide the insurer
with the discretion it uses, in practice the policy wording is far from clear. I think that for
most policyholders it is difficult to refer and cross refer to several different parts of the
policy to find out what cover is on offer. Even if the policyholder can identify accurately the
discretions open to the insurer, he has little idea of how those discretions will in practice be
exercised. Put simply, even after a careful reading of the policy most policyholders would
in my judgment have little idea that the firm would generally object to funding claims
handled by an experienced solicitor selected by the policyholder (at least until such time as
court papers have been issued).

Overall I have concluded that the present terms relating to choice of solicitor are not
expressed in plain and intelligible' language. In my view, in the absence of a clear and
intelligible statement of what the policy does and does not provide, the prospective
policyholder is unable to make a fair evaluation of the policy at point of sale. It seems to
me that different policyholders would, for example, value differently a policy which provided
the peace of mind due to the insurer (in effect) taking all responsibility for selecting and
paying for legal support for the policyholder, from one where the policyholder has a choice
of solicitor.
Second it seems to me that if the contract is not clear this may prejudice the policyholder's
position at the time a claim is made. The policyholder may make arrangements with a
solicitor of his or her choice and incur costs without recognising that the insurer is unlikely
to fund advice from that solicitor or to reimburse those costs.

Of course I cannot assume that a poorly constructed policy will always prejudice the
policyholder or give rise to an unfairness. In many "routinen cases it seems to me that the
policyholder may well not be greatly disadvantaged or inconvenienced by any lack of clarity
in the policy. For example, in most minor road traffic disputes (including routine personal
injury claims) the policyholder is likely to become aware of the legal expenses policy whilst
in discussion with an insurer. In such routine cases the arrangements made by the legal
expenses insurer for handling claims are likely to be at least as effective as those provided
in any other way and in practical terms are likely to be more efficient. Similarly in small
scale consumer disputes the services provided in-house or through the panel .
arrangements are likely to provide an effective and efficient service for the policyholder. In
either case if the policyholder first contacts another solicitor they can readily be re-directed
to the insurer.
The position is less clear cut however in more complex cases. Here the policyholder may
reasonably expect to search out specialist legal assistance. If the point of entry to the
dispute has not been through another insurance claim then the relevance of the policy and
the need to approach the insurer may well not be drawn to the policyholder's attention until
he has presented the case to a solicitor of his choice. The explanation of the dispute may
be time consuming. Transferring the case may well result in delays and inconvenience for
the policyholder.
In such cases I conclude that the policyholder's position is likely to have been prejudiced
and that the fair resolution of the matter, reflecting good industry practice will be for the
insurer to fund advice from the policyholder's chosen solicitor. This would of course be
subject to the claim fulfilling the other policy conditions (on matter such as prospects for
success), the solicitor and insurer agreeing appropriate fees and arrangements for
monitoring the conduct of the claim and the chosen solicitor having the requisite
experience for handling the case in question.
Conclusions on General Position
It may be helpful to summarise here the general conclusions I have reached and to set out
further observations on the types of circumstances where I have concluded that insurers
should normally allow for policyholder choice, before applying those general principles to
the present case.
I have concluded that that there is nothing inherently objectionable from the policyholder's
general perspective about the approach of requiring poiicyholders in most cases to use the
services of the insurer's own appropriately trained staff or those of a preselected panel of
providers chosen by the insurer.

However I have concluded that the present terms relating to choice of solicitor are not
expressed in plain and intelligible language. In my view, in the absence of a clear and
intelligible statement of what the policy does and does not provide, the prospective
policyholder is unable to make a fair evaluation of the policy at point of sale. In addition if
the contract is not clear this'may prejudice the policyholder's position at the time a claim is
made. For example, the policyholder may make arrangements with a solicitor of his or her
choice and incur costs without recognising that the insurer is unlikely to fund advice from
that solicitor.
However, I cannot assume that a poorly constructed policy will always prejudice the
policyholder or give rise to an unfairness. Indeed in many 'routinen cases it seems to me
that the policyholder may well not be greatly disadvantaged or inconvenienced by any lack
of clarity in the policy. However in more complex cases or in cases with other special
features it seems to me that the policyholder's position is likely to have been prejudiced
and that the fair resolution of the matter, reflecting good industry practice will be for the
insurer to fund advice from the policyholder's chosen solicitor. This would of course be
subject to the claim fulfilling the other policy conditions (on matter such as prospects for
success), the solicitor and insurer agreeing appropriate fees and arrangements for
monitoring the conduct of the claim and the chosen solicitor having the requisite
experience for handling the case in question.
Of course much will depend on the circumstances of the individual case but I have noted
that motor accident disputes, minor personal injury claims and routine consumer disputes
are all likely to be cases where the customer is unlikely to have suffered any significant
prejudice. In contrast I would expect insurers to agree the appointment of the
policyholder's preferred solicitors in cases of large personal injury claims and claims that
are necessarily complex (such as those involving allegations of medical negligence).
Outside the field of cases involving bodily injury, I think cases involving significant
boundary or employment disputes (especially if there is considerable history to investigate
and assess) might also be regarded as non-routine.
More generally there are other circumstances where I think a failure to agree to the
policyholder's own solicitor may not be reasonable or in keeping with good industry
practice. For example, I consider in cases where the policyholder's own solicitors have
already had considerable involvement in (and therefore considerable knowledge of) the
issue giving rise to the dispute or related matters it is likely to be appropriate for the insurer
to use the policyholder's solicitor. This might arise in connection with the purchase of the
property or negotiation of a contract at a time before the matter became contentious, but I
think that situation is unlikely to arise in cases of bodily (personal) injury. For the
avoidance of doubt however because a solicitor has simply continued to act
notwithstanding policy provisions of the sort described earlier will not of itself lead me to
conclude that an insurer should be forced to accept the policyholder's choice of solicitor.
I have also noted that it may be appropriate to use a policyholder's own solicitor in cases
where there is a suggestion of conflict of interest. The appointment of the policyholder's
chosen solicitor would be subject to the claim fulfilling the other policy conditions (on matter
such as prospects for success), the solicitor and insurer agreeing appropriate fees and
arrangements for monitoring the conduct of the claim and the chosen solicitor having the
requisite experience for handling the case in question.

The application of these principles to the present case
My conclusion is that this case does involve special circumstances but they can be stated
quite briefly: i t is a combination of the fact that on the face of it this case involves a very
serious injury where complainant's son is said to be likely to require care and attention in
the future, that such a case is likely to involve more sensitive handling and more face-toface contact with the complainant (although possibly not with her son) combined with the
fact that there may well be serious issues on liability.
All things considered, I think that this is a case where (subject to the complainant's
solicitors being able to agree appropriate terms and conditions with the insurer and subject
to any other relevant terms and conditions applicable as between the complainant and the
insurer) the insurer should indemnify the complainant in respect of Messrs Y's fees. I am
conscious also that if the complainant's son's injuries are as severe as the present
indications, proceedings are likely to have to be issued if only to obtain court approval for
any settlements that may be agreed.

Decision
For the reasons set out above I conclude that the firm has acted unreasonably in refusing
the complainant's request that it appoint her chosen solicitor to represent her in this matter.
I therefore determine that subject to the complainant's solicitors being able to agree
appropriate terms and conditions with the insurer and subject to any other relevant terms
and conditions applicable as between the complainant and the insurer, the insurer should
indemnify the camplainant in respect of Messrs Y's fees and other reasonable costs.

Tony Boorman
Principal Ombudsman

